LOCOMOBILE DRIVERS GET HANDSOME TROPHY CUPS

Robertson and Florida Are Presented With Souvenirs of Park Race by Firestone Tire Company.

To show its appreciation of the way in which the drivers of the two locomobile cars in the Fairmount Park race handled Firestone tires and the remarkable results shown, the Firestone Tire and Rubber Company has presented to the drivers of these machines, Robertson, the winner, and Florida, the only man who succeeded in passing his team mate, with handsome souvenirs, cups, and to the mechanics, Ethridge and Connolly, respectively, artistic medals.

The Firestone Company, through the manager of the Philadelphia branch, W. R. Walton, recognized the great personal element in any race and is thus rewarding in a measure the men who drive the cars. The tires, however, in turn have come into great recommendation for the winner changed but one set and that as a precaution, and Florida changed two rear tires for the same reason.

STONE IS TOURING WEST.

Stone, president of the Firestone Rubber Company of Akron, O., is on an extensive trip through the West for the branches and agencies of the Company.

1000-Mile Endurance Run OF THE GREAT Cadillac "Thirty"

Through the sands of Michigan and the rocky hills of Kentucky

U. S. Barrett, Cadillac agent at Louisville, Ky., drives his "30" Departure from Detroit to Louisville carrying 4 other passengers, with the
running continuously and as smoothly and as quickly as a veteran, for

WILL HOLD UP

Chalmers-Detroit Motor Plans Election

The Chalmers-Detroit voters have never had a race which has ever been
intended to have riders, the

LOUIS BERGDOLE IN BIG RACE

Noted Philadelphia and Detroit Will Pilot the Chalmers-Detroit

Pursuing his usual policy of being a contender at any possible, Louis J. Bergdol, the Chalmers-Detroit "30" competitor in the Springfield, Ill., races, is on the way.

Bergdol loyally to be in the race of which he is so fondly, and the remarkable triumph of the Chalmers-Detroit "30" last year has been a never-to-be-forgotten fact in the sporting world. This year's entry promises to be another wonder.